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Abstract
We consider the abstract relational reasoning task, which is
commonly used as an intelligence test. Since some patterns
have spatial rationales, while others are only semantic, we
propose a multi-scale architecture that processes each query
in multiple resolutions. We show that indeed different rules
are solved by different resolutions and a combined multi-
scale approach outperforms the existing state of the art in this
task on all benchmarks by 5-54%. The success of our method
is shown to arise from multiple novelties. First, it searches for
relational patterns in multiple resolutions, which allows it to
readily detect visual relations, such as location, in higher res-
olution, while allowing the lower resolution module to focus
on semantic relations, such as shape type. Second, we op-
timize the reasoning network of each resolution proportion-
ally to its performance, hereby we motivate each resolution
to specialize on the rules for which it performs better than the
others and ignore cases that are already solved by the other
resolutions. Third, we propose a new way to pool informa-
tion along the rows and the columns of the illustration-grid of
the query. Our work also analyses the existing benchmarks,
demonstrating that the RAVEN dataset selects the negative
examples in a way that is easily exploited. We, therefore,
propose a modified version of the RAVEN dataset, named
RAVEN-FAIR. Our code and pretrained models are avail-
able at https://github.com/yanivbenny/MRNet. The dataset of
RAVEN-FAIR is available at https://github.com/yanivbenny/
RAVEN FAIR.
1 Introduction
Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPM) is a widely-used intel-
ligence test (Raven et al. 2003; Carpenter, Just, and Shell
1990), which does not require prior knowledge in language,
reading, or arithmetics. While IQ measurements are of-
ten criticized (Te Nijenhuis, Voskuijl, and Schijve 2001;
Flynn 1987), RPM shows a strong generalization to other
intelligence-based properties (Snow et al. 1984) and has a
high statistical reliability (Neisser et al. 1996; Mackintosh
and Mackintosh 2011). Its wide acceptance by the psycho-
logical community led to an interest in the AI community.
Unfortunately, as pointed out by (Szegedy et al. 2013; Zhang
et al. 2016; Jo and Bengio 2017), applying machine learn-
ing models to it can sometimes result in shallow heuristics
that have little to do with actual intelligence. Therefore, it is
necessary to study the pitfalls of RPMs and the protocols to
eliminate these exploits.
In Sec. 2.1, we present an analysis of the most popular
machine learning RPM benchmarks, PGM (Santoro et al.
2018) and RAVEN (Zhang et al. 2019a), from the perspec-
tive of biases and exploits. It is shown that RAVEN is built
in a way that enables the selection of the correct answer with
a high success rate without observing the question itself. To
mitigate this bias, we construct a fair variant of the RAVEN
benchmark. To further mitigate the identified issues, we pro-
pose a new evaluation protocol, in which every choice out
of the multiple-choice answers is evaluated independently.
This new evaluation protocol leads to a marked deteriora-
tion in the performance of the existing methods and calls for
the development of more accurate ones that also allows for a
better understating of abstract pattern recognition. In Sec. 3,
we propose a novel neural architecture, which, as shown in
Sec. 4, outperforms the existing methods by a sizable mar-
gin. The gap in performance is also high when applying the
network to rules that were unseen during training. Further-
more, the structure of the new method allows us to separate
the rules into families that are based on the scale in which
reasoning occurs.
The success of the new method stems mostly from two
components: (i) a multi-scale representation, which is shown
to lead to a specialization in different aspects of the RPM
challenge across the levels, and (ii) a new form of informa-
tion pooling along the rows and columns of the challenge’s
3× 3 matrix.
To summarize, the contributions of this work are as fol-
lows: (i) An abstract multi-scale design for relational rea-
soning. (ii) A novel reasoning network that is applied on
each scale to detect relational patterns between the rows and
between the columns of the query grid. (iii) An improved
loss function that balances between the single positive ex-
ample and the numerous negative examples. (iv) A multi-
head attentive loss function that prioritizes the different res-
olutions to specialize in solving different rules. (v) A new
balanced version of the existing RAVEN dataset, which we
call RAVEN-FAIR.
2 Related Work and Dataset Analysis
The first attempt in an RPM-like challenge with neural net-
works involved simplified challenges (Hoshen and Werman
2017). The Wild Relation Network (WReN) (Santoro et al.
2018), which relies on the Relation Module (Santoro et al.
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2017), was the first to address the full task and introduced
the PGM benchmark. WReN considers the possible choices
one-by-one and selects the most likely option. Two concur-
rently proposed methods, CoPINet (Zhang et al. 2019b) and
LEN (Zheng, Zha, and Wei 2019) have proposed to apply
row-wise and column-wise relation operations. Also, both
methods benefit from processing all eight possible choices
at once, which can improve the reasoning capability of the
model, but as we show in this work, has the potential to ex-
ploit biases that can arise during the creation of the nega-
tive choices. CoPINet applies a contrast module, which sub-
tracts a common factor from all choices, thereby highlight-
ing the difference between the options. LEN uses an addi-
tional “global encoder”, which encodes both the context and
choice images into a single global vector that is concate-
nated to the row-wise and column-wise representations. The
latest methods, MXGNet (Wang, Jamnik, and Lio 2020) and
Rel-Air (Spratley, Ehinger, and Miller 2020), have proposed
different complex architectures to solve this task and also
consider all choices at once.
Zheng, Zha, and Wei also introduced a teacher-student
training method. It selects samples in a specialized category-
and difficulty-based training trajectory and improves the
overall performance. In a different line of work, variational
autoencoders (Kingma and Welling 2013) were shown to
disentangle the feature representations and improve gener-
alization on held-out rules (Steenbrugge et al. 2018). Our
method shows excellent performance and better generaliza-
tion to held our rules without relying on either technique.
When merging different outputs of intermediate paths,
such as in residual (He et al. 2016) or shortcut (Bishop et al.
1995; Ripley 2007; Venables and Ripley 2013) connections,
most methods concatenate or sum the vectors into a single
vector. This type of pooling is used by the existing neural
network RPM methods when pooling information across the
grid of the challenge. In Siamese Networks (Bromley et al.
1994), one compares the outputs of two replicas of the same
network, by applying a distance measure to their outputs.
Since the pooling of the rows and the columns is more akin
to the task in siamese networks, our method generalizes this
to perform a triple pair-wise pooling of the three rows and
the three columns.
2.1 Datasets
The increased interest in the abstract reasoning challenges
was enabled by the introduction of the PGM1 (Santoro et al.
2018) and RAVEN2 (Zhang et al. 2019a) datasets. These
datasets share the same overall structure. The participant is
presented with the first eight images of a 3x3 grid of images,
called the context images, and another eight images, called
the choice images. The objective is to choose the missing
ninth image of the grid out of the eight presented choices,
by identifying one or more recurring patterns along the rows
and/or columns of the grid. The correct answer is the one
that fits the most patterns. See Fig. 1 for illustration.
1https://github.com/deepmind/abstract-reasoning-matrices
2https://github.com/WellyZhang/RAVEN
(a) (b)
Figure 1: Dataset examples. (a) PGM. (b) RAVEN. The rules
are annotated and the correct answer is highlighted.
PGM is a large-scale dataset that consists of 1.2M train,
20K validation, and 200K test questions. All images in the
dataset are conceptually similar. Each image shows a various
amount of lines and shapes of different types, colors, and
sizes. Each question has between 1-4 rules along the rows or
columns. Each rule applies to either the lines or the shapes
in the image. Fig. 1(a) shows an example of the dataset.
RAVEN is a smaller dataset, consisting of 42K train, 14K
validation, and 14K test questions divided into seven distinct
categories. Each question has between 4-8 rules along the
rows only. Fig. 1(b) shows an example of the dataset.
Evaluation protocols Both datasets are constructed as a
closed-ended test. It can be performed as either a multiple-
choice test (MC) with eight choices, where the model can
compare the choices, or as a single choice test (SC), where
the model scores each choice independently and the choice
with the highest score is taken. While this distinction was
not made before, the previous works are divided in their ap-
proach. WReN follows the SC protocol and CoPINet, LEN,
MXGNet, and Rel-Air, all followed the MC protocol.
In the SC scenario, instead of presenting the agent with
all the choices at once, it is presented with a single choice
and has to predict if it is the right answer or not. The con-
straint of solving each image separately increases the diffi-
culty since the model cannot make a decision by comparing
the choices. While this eliminates the inter-choice biases, the
agent may label multiple or zero images as the correct an-
swer and opens the door to multiple success metrics. In order
to directly compare models trained in the MC and SC pro-
tocols, we evaluate both types of models in a uniform man-
ner: the score for all models is the accuracy for the multiple-
choice test, where for the SC-trained model, we consider the
answer with the highest confidence, regardless of the num-
ber of positive answers.
Algorithm 1: RAVEN-FAIR
input : C - 8 context components
a - the correct answer for C
output: A - 8 choice components (a ∈ A)
A←− {a};
while length(A) < 8 do
a′ ←− Choice(A);
aˆ←−Modify(a′);
if Solve(C, aˆ) = False then
A←− A ∪ {aˆ};
end
end
Dataset Analysis When constructing the dataset for either
the MC or the SC challenge, one needs to be very careful
in how the negative examples are selected. If the negative
examples are too obvious, the model can eliminate them
and increase the probability of selecting the correct answer,
without having to fully identify the underlying pattern. Neg-
ative examples are therefore constructed based on the ques-
tion. However, when the negative examples are all condi-
tioned on the correct answer, in the MC scenario, the agent
might be able to retrieve the correct answer by looking at
the choices without considering the context at all. For exam-
ple, one can select the answer that has the most common
properties with the other answers. See the supplementary
for an illustration of such biases in a simple language-based
multiple-choice test.
A context-blind test, which is conducted by training a
model that does not observe the context images, can check
whether the negative answers reveal the correct answer. Ide-
ally, the blind test should return a uniform random accuracy,
e.g. 12.5% for eight options. However, since the negative
choices should not be completely random so that they will
still form a challenge when the context is added, slightly
higher accuracy is acceptable. When introduced, the PGM
dataset achieved a blind test score of 22.4%. In the RAVEN
benchmark, the negative examples are generated by chang-
ing a single attribute from the correct image for each ex-
ample, making it susceptible to a majority-based decision.
However, RAVEN was released without such a context-blind
test, which we show in the supplementary that it fails at.
In the supplementary, we analyze both PGM and RAVEN
under the blind, SC, and MC settings. As we show, due to
the biased selection of the negative examples, the RAVEN
dataset fails the context-blind test, as it is solved with
80.17% accuracy by only looking at the choices, making
it unsuitable for the MC protocol. We, therefore, propose
a modified dataset we term RAVEN-FAIR, generated by Al-
gorithm. 1. This algorithm starts with a set of choices that
contains the correct answer and iteratively enlarges this set,
by generating one negative example at a time. At each round,
one existing choice (either the correct one or an already gen-
erated negative one) is selected and a new choice is cre-
ated by changing one of its attributes. The result is a con-
nected graph of choices, where the edges represent an at-
tribute change. See the supplementary for illustrations and
side-by-side comparison with RAVEN. In the context-blind
test (supplementary), RAVEN-FAIR returned a 17.24% ac-
curacy, therefore passing the test and making it suitable for
both SC and MC. The PGM dataset passed our context-blind
test as well, with 18.64% accuracy.
Concurrently to our work, Hu et al. (2020) have also dis-
covered the context-blind flaw of RAVEN. They propose an
adjustment to the dataset generation scheme that eliminates
this problem. Instead of generating the negative choices by
changing a random attribute from the correct answer, they
propose to sample in advance three independent attribute
changes and generate seven images from all the possible
combinations of them. While theoretically correct and op-
timal with respect to the blind-test, we have found this so-
lution inapplicable, since it relies on two invalid assump-
tions. First, it assumes that the correct answer has three inde-
pendent attributes. This assumption is incorrect, as there are
often less changeable attributes. Second, sometimes not all
eight permutations of the three attributes are possible, since,
after changing one attribute, the remaining might no longer
be changeable. We therefore not evaluate with their version.
3 Method
Our Multi-scale Relation Network (MRNet), depicted in
Fig. 2(b), consists of five sub-modules: (i) a three-stage en-
coder Et, where t ∈ {h,m, l}, which codes the input con-
text and a single choice image into representations in three
different resolutions: 20× 20 (high), 5× 5 (med) and 1× 1
(low), (ii) three relation modules RMt, one for each resolu-
tion, which perform row-wise and column-wise operations
on the encodings to detect relational patterns, (iii) three pat-
tern modules PMt, one for each resolution, which detects if
similar patterns occur in all rows or columns, (iv) three bot-
tleneck networks Bt, which merge the final features of each
resolution, and (v) a predictor module MLP , which esti-
mates the correctness of a given choice image to the context
in question, based on the bottlenecks’ outputs. The model is
presented with a question in the form of 16 images: a set of
context images IC = {In|n ∈ [1, 8]} and a set of choice im-
ages IA = {Ina |n ∈ [1, 8]}. Since the model operates in the
SC protocol, it evaluates the choices separately. Therefore,
the notations act as if there is only a single choice image Ia
to answer. To solve all eight choices, the model is repeated
eight times with a different choice image Ia ∈ IA.
Multi-scale encoder The encoder is a three-stage Con-
volutional Neural Network that encodes all images (con-
text or choice) into multi-resolution representations (high,
middle, low). Every image In ∈ [−1, 1]1,80,80, for n ∈
{1, 2, ..., 8, a}, is passed sequentially through the three
stages of the encoder, i.e., the middle resolution encoding
is obtained by applying further processing to the output of
the high resolution encoder and similarly the low resolution
encoding is obtained by further processing the middle reso-
lution one. Specifically, the encoding process results in three
tensors. enh ∈ R64,20,20, enm ∈ R128,5,5 and enl ∈ R256,1,1.
enh = Eh(I
n), enm = Em(e
n
h), e
n
l = El(e
n
m) . (1)
Figure 2: MRNet. (a) Depiction of the input query. (b) High-level diagram of the architecture. (c) The relation module (RMt).
(d) The pattern module (PMt).
Relation Module Based on the encoding of the images,
we apply a relational module (RM) to detect patterns on
each row and column of the query. There are three such mod-
ules (RMh, RMm, RMl). For each resolution t ∈ {h,m, l},
the nine encodings ent for n = 1, 2, .., 8, a are positioned
on a 3x3 grid, according to the underlying image In, see
Fig. 2(c). The rows and columns are combined by con-
catenating three encodings on the channel dimension. The
rows consist of the three triplets (e1t , e
2
t , e
3
t ), (e
4
t , e
5
t , e
6
t ),
(e7t , e
8
t , e
a
t ). Similarly, the columns consist of the three
triplets (e1t , e
4
t , e
7
t ), (e
2
t , e
5
t , e
8
t ), (e
3
t , e
6
t , e
a
t ). Each row and
column is passed through the relation network (RN).
r1t = RNt(e
1
t , e
2
t , e
3
t ), c
1
t = RNt(e
1
t , e
4
t , e
7
t )
r2t = RNt(e
4
t , e
5
t , e
6
t ), c
2
t = RNt(e
2
t , e
5
t , e
8
t )
r3t = RNt(e
7
t , e
8
t , e
a
t ), c
3
t = RNt(e
3
t , e
6
t , e
a
t )
(2)
Each RN consists of two residual blocks with two convolu-
tion layers inside each one. For the high and middle reso-
lutions, the convolution has a kernel of size 3 with ’same’
padding, while for the low resolution the kernel size is 1
without padding. The output of each relation block is of the
same shape as its corresponding encoding et, i.e. RNh :
R3∗64,20,20 → R64,20,20, RNm : R3∗128,5,5 → R128,5,5,
and RNl : R3∗256,1,1 → R256,1,1. Note that we apply the
same relation networks to all rows and columns. This ap-
proach allows comparison between the rows and between
the columns to detect recurring patterns. In addition, it main-
tains the permutation and transpose invariance property we
assume on the rows and columns.
Pattern Module At this point, at each level t ∈ {h,m, l}
the representation of the panel is structured as three row fea-
tures and three column features, which we want to merge
into a single representation. The module dedicated to this is
the pattern module (PM), which applies some operator F (·)
on the rows and columns. It is depicted in Fig. 2(d).
To promote order-invariance between the three rows or
columns, a permutation-invariant operator F (·) is recom-
mended. One can perform sum pooling (SUM3). This kind
of approach was employed in Santoro et al. (2018); Zhang
et al. (2019b); Zheng, Zha, and Wei (2019). Due to the lin-
earity of the sum pooling, a ReLU is employed.
SUM3(x1, x2, x3) := ReLU(x1 + x2 + x3) (3)
The reduction is then applied on the rows and columns.
rt = SUM3(r1t , r
2
t , r
3
t ), ct = SUM3(c
1
t , c
2
t , c
3
t ) (4)
The SUM3 operator has a drawback that it does not detect
similarity between the rows and between the columns. In-
stead, we propose a novel method that is inspired by Siamese
Networks, which compares multiple rows and columns. This
vector operator DIST3 is defined per vector index i and is
applied to the rows and columns:
DIST3i(x1, x2, x3) :=(x1,i − x2,i)2
+(x2,i − x3,i)2
+(x3,i − x1,i)2
(5)
rt = DIST3(r1t , r
2
t , r
3
t ), ct = DIST3(c
1
t , c
2
t , c
3
t ) (6)
DIST3 does not contain an activation function, since the
method is already non-linear. Its advantage is also visible
in its backward path. The gradient of each operator with re-
spect to element i of x1 is:
∂SUM3i(x1, x2, x3)
∂x1,i
= 1
∂DIST3i(x1, x2, x3)
∂x1,i
= 2 · (2 · x1,i − x2,i − x3,i)
(7)
The gradient of SUM3 does not depend on the values of x2
and x3, while the gradient of DIST3 does. Therefore, DIST3
has the potential to encourage increased coordination be-
tween the paths.
Finally, the row- and column-features are summed into a
merged representation of the entire panel:
pt = rt + ct (8)
Bottleneck module The three relation modules and their
pattern detectors return a latent representation of the panel in
three resolutions (ph, pm, pl). This module collects the three
representations into a single representation. For this purpose,
each representation is downsampled by a bottleneck network
(Bt) that encodes the panel representation pt into feature
vectors with 128 features.
vt = Bt(pt) (9)
The three final features are then concatenated into a single
vector with 384 features (3x128).
v = Concat(vh, vm, vl) (10)
The predictor The resulting merged feature vector from
the bottleneck module is used to predict the correctness of a
choice Ia ∈ IA to the context IC . A Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP) predicts the score of the choice images. A sigmoid
translates this score to the probability of the choice Ia to be
a correct answer:
p(y = 1|Ia, IC) = Sigmoid(MLP (v)) (11)
For each choice image, the loss is the Binary Cross Entropy
loss. Because each grid has seven negative choices and only
one correct answer, we weight the loss of each choice re-
spectively, meaning that the correct answer has a weight of
7 and each negative answer has a weight of 1.
Multi-head attentive predictor Optimizing the three
heads with the main loss works relatively well, but we have
found that adding an objective that optimizes each head sep-
arately improves the final results and reduces the overall
training time. To do so, three additional predictors were cre-
ated, one for each bottleneck output vh, vm, vl. The archi-
tecture of the heads is the same as that of the main head and
the loss function is the same. To motivate each resolution to
specialize in the rules that the other resolutions are having
difficulty with, we propose an attentive weight distribution
on the loss functions of the three heads. Consider the pre-
diction of each head pt(y = y∗|Ia, IC) for t ∈ {h,m, l},
where y∗ ∈ {0, 1} represent whether the choice Ia is cor-
rect or not. The proportional weight applied to each head is:
wt =
exp{pt(y = y∗|Ia, IC)}∑
τ exp{pτ (y = y∗|Ia, IC)}
(12)
Let Lt be the Binary Cross Entropy loss for head t ∈
{h,m, l}. The final multi-head loss is:
L3 =
∑
t
wtLt (13)
Test Accuracy (%)
Model PGM RAVEN
Name Version SC base meta FAIR orig
SC
B
as
el
in
es ResNet-SC 3 †48.9 - †58.3 †40.4
WReN’18 normal 3 62.6 76.9 †30.3 †16.8
V-WReN’18 Normal 3 64.8 - - -
CoPINet’19 no-contrast 3 †42.7 †45.2 †36.5 †18.4
LEN’19 global-8 3 †65.6 †79.6 †50.9 †29.9
MRNet 3 93.4 92.6 86.8 84.0
A
bl
at
io
n
no L3 3 84.4 88.4 84.0 80.1
no L3, no wb 3 75.2 84.9 80.6 78.6
no L3, no wb, with SUM3 3 74.3 79.0 77.0 69.6
no wb 3 87.6 88.9 83.4 80.2
with SUM3 3 83.2 85.3 79.5 78.2
M
C
B
as
el
in
es
ResNet-MC 7 †41.1 - †24.5 †72.5
CoPINet’19 normal 7 56.4 †51.1 †50.6 91.4
LEN’19 normal 7 68.1 82.3 †51.0 72.9
LEN’19 teacher-model 7 79.8 85.8 - 78.3
T-LEN’19 normal 7 70.3 84.1 7 7
T-LEN’19 teacher-model 7 79.8 88.9 7 7
MXGNet’20 7 66.7 89.6 - 83.9
Rel-AIR’20 7 85.5 - - 91.7
MRNet with-contrast 7 94.5 92.8 88.4 96.6
A
bl
at
io
n no L3 7 85.7 89.0 85.2 95.5
no L3, no wb 7 76.4 85.4 81.3 94.3
no wb 7 87.4 89.8 86.1 95.0
Table 1: Evaluation on all datasets. †Baseline was run by us,
due to missing results.
Training Method We trained with a batch size of 32
queries with an early stopping scheme of 20 epochs, mea-
suring the accuracy on the validation set of each dataset.
The reported accuracy was measured on the test set, for the
checkpoint with the best validation accuracy. See the sup-
plementary for a detailed description of the architecture. We
did not tune any hyper-parameter of the model. We used
the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2014) with lr=1e-3,
beta=(0.9,0.999), and weight decay of 1e-6.
4 Experiments
We experiment on PGM, RAVEN, and RAVEN-FAIR. Each
dataset has a preset train, validation, and test splits of the
data. We used the train set for training and the test set for
the evaluation. The validation set was used to pick the best
checkpoint during training for evaluation. PGM has addi-
tional metadata of the rules logic, which can be used as ad-
ditional supervision during training. The use of the meta-
data has been shown to improve performance on all pre-
vious works. We refer to this more informative setting as
PGM meta. Following to previous works, the utilization of
the metadata was done by extending the predictor module
with an additional head that predicts the 12 bits of the meta-
Accuracy (%)
Baselines MRNet
Regime WReN V-WReN MXGNet (a) (b)
Neutral 62.6 64.2 66.7 75.2 93.4
Interpolation 64.4 - 65.4 67.1 68.1
Extrapolation 17.2 - 18.9 19.0 19.2
HO Pairs 27.2 36.8 33.6 37.8 38.4
HO Triple Pairs 41.9 43.6 43.3 53.4 55.3
HO Triples 19.0 24.6 19.9 25.3 25.9
HO line-type 14.4 - 16.7 27.0 30.1
HO shape-color 12.5 - 16.6 16.9 16.9
Table 2: Generalization evaluation on the held out regimes of
PGM. (a) Without weight balancing and L3. (b) With them.
Scales Configurations. Accuracy(%)
h m l All Center 2×2 3×3 L-R U-D O-IC O-IG
3 7 7 72.0 84.1 47.2 48.3 90.0 91.5 87.6 55.5
7 3 7 73.3 90.5 56.1 53.4 83.5 83.0 82.5 64.1
7 7 3 58.9 97.7 62.2 62.8 42.3 42.5 56.8 48.1
3 3 7 77.7 82.8 61.7 59.5 91.7 92.2 89.9 66.3
3 7 3 78.3 91.0 63.2 64.7 88.8 92.2 87.7 60.3
7 3 3 76.6 98.3 67.5 65.4 81.6 83.4 81.5 58.3
3 3 3 80.6 87.7 64.7 64.3 94.2 94.3 90.9 68.0
with L3 86.8 97.0 72.7 69.5 98.7 98.9 97.6 73.3
Table 3: Ablation on the role of each scale in RAVEN-FAIR
data, and training the model with an additional (auxiliary)
Cross Entropy loss. Similarly to the previous works, the
weight for the auxiliary loss is β = 10.
Baselines We compare our method to the state of the
art methods: WReN (Santoro et al. 2018), LEN (Zheng,
Zha, and Wei 2019), CoPINet (Zhang et al. 2019b),
MXGNet (Wang, Jamnik, and Lio 2020), and Rel-
AIR (Spratley, Ehinger, and Miller 2020). We also employed
the ResNet (He et al. 2016) models described in the supple-
mentary: ResNet-SC and ResNet-MC. The former evaluates
each choice separately and the latter all choices at once.
As noted in Sec. 2, LEN and CoPINet follow the MC pro-
tocol. To evaluate these baselines without the possibility of
exploiting the weaknesses of RAVEN, we have created ad-
ditional versions of them for the SC protocol. In LEN, the
‘global-CNN’ originally accepted all 16 images, including
the choices. We have changed it to accept only the con-
text images (‘global-8’). In CoPINet, we removed the con-
trasting module (‘no-contrast’), which allows information to
pass between the choices. We also compared to LEN with
their proposed teacher-model training schedule, and to T-
LEN, which has dedicated prediction paths for line rules and
shape rules and is only applicable to PGM. The results can
be seen in Tab. 1 separately for each protocol.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3: Ablation on the role of each scale in PGM, using a
fully trained MRNet on the SC protocol. (a) Without auxil-
iary loss (PGM), noL3. (b) With auxiliary loss (PGM meta),
no L3. (c) Wihout auxiliary loss (PGM), with L3. We mea-
sured the accuracy for each type, using only one of the scales
and the other ones are masked. The inner radius shows the
accuracy of the full model. The three rings show the accu-
racy of each resolution. The inner ring is the low resolution,
then the middle, and the high resolution is the outer one.
Results Before evaluating our model, two important
things can be noticed by observing at the baselines. First,
the performance of LEN and CoPINet declines in SC,
where unlike MC, the models cannot compare the choices
within the model. This is especially noticeable in RAVEN,
where CoPINet practically solved it in MC and failed it in
SC. On both RAVEN and RAVEN-FAIR, all SC baselines
performed worse than the simple ResNet-SC, which does
not have any dedicated modules for relational reasoning.
Second, by comparing each models’ performance between
RAVEN and RAVEN-FAIR, we can see that MC models per-
form significantly lower on RAVEN-FAIR than on RAVEN.
This confirms that RAVEN-FAIR indeed fixes the biases in
the data and is much more suitable as a benchmark than
RAVEN, especially for the MC protocol. These observations
align with the dataset analysis presented in the supplemen-
tary, which conclusions were discussed in Sec. 2.1.
One can observe that our model outperforms the base-
lines in both protocols and across all datasets. In SC, our
method outperforms previous baselines by 27.8% in PGM,
13.0% in PGM meta, 35.9% in RAVEN-FAIR, and 54.1%
in RAVEN. In MC, we outperform the baselines by 9.0%,
3.2%, 37.4% and 4.9% respectively. Except for RAVEN, our
SC protocol model even performed better than both SC and
MC protocols of the baselines, despite the SC protocol hav-
ing less information. We noticed that our model’s perfor-
mance has reached a point where the auxiliary task of the
metadata hurts performance since the added task creates a
burden on the optimization of the main task (Vapnik 1998)
and does no longer benefit the model. Therefore the accu-
racy on PGM meta is lower than that of PGM, which is the
first time a model shows such behaviour.
For ablation, we trained our model with the SUM3 oper-
ator instead of DIST3, without the weight balancing of the
positive choices versus the negative ones (no wb), and with-
out the multi-head attentive loss (L3). The results are shown
in Tab. 1 below those of the full model. For SC, we show an
aggregated ablation on the three modifications, meaning that
each following instance is when an additional modification
was done. Each added modification results in a performance
decline compared to the previous version. The experiments
which remove one component at a time also support that
both multi-head attentive loss and the weight balancing both
greatly improve the training of the main head. It is also evi-
dent that DIST3 is a superior pooling operator over SUM3.
For MC, we performed an ablation with either or both the
weight balancing and the L3 removed. The simplified mod-
els without these contributions are not competitive.
Aside from test accuracy, model capacity and training re-
source consumption is also an important factor. While our
method outperforms the other baselines, it is not bigger or
slower to train. Our method trains in about 40 minutes per
epoch on PGM on a single 1080TI GPU, which is about the
same speed as WReN and CoPINet, and about 3x faster than
LEN. We did not measure the runtime of MXGNet, Rel-Air,
or LEN with the teacher-model framework, but we expect
them to require substantial additional resources and time.
Generalization An important property of a model that is
good at abstract reasoning is to be able to generalize over
rules that were not seen during training. PGM has specially
built versions of the dataset for this purpose. Aside from the
‘Neutral’ regime, there are seven more regimes, where dif-
ferent rule types were omitted from the train and validation
sets, and the test set consists solely of the held-out rules. For
more details, please refer to Santoro et al. (2018).
Tab. 2 shows that our method generalizes better in all
regimes. Most notably are the ’HO line-type’ and ’HO Triple
Pair’ regimes, where our method has a gap of 10% from the
baselines. We do note, however, that other regimes, such as
’HO shape-color’ and ’Extrapolation’, only made a negligi-
ble improvement on the baselines and are still only slightly
better than random. This reassures that there is still much do
be done for future work in this regard. In the generalization
experiments, training with L3 only showed minor improve-
ment. We, therefore, conclude that the performance gain for
out of domain rules has more to do with the architecture, i.e.
the multi-scale design and the relation and pattern modules.
Understanding the Role of Each Scale The premise of
the importance of multi-scale design is incomplete with-
out gaining additional knowledge on the contribution of
each resolution. We, therefore, trained the model multi-
ple times on RAVEN-FAIR with different combinations of
scales (h,m, l) removed. We did not use weight balancing or
the multi-head attentive loss for this evaluation. In Tab. 3, we
show the average accuracy per rule type. The results clearly
show that each resolution has an advantage in different rules.
The lower resolution solves the ’Center’, ’2×2’, and ’3×3’
configurations better, and the upper resolution is more adept
for ’L-R’, ’U-D’ and ’O-IC’. The ’O-IG’ configuration is
best solved by the middle resolution, which suggests it re-
quires a combination of high-resolution and low-resolution
features. When using two scales, the combination of the
lower and upper resolutions was better than the ones with
the middle resolution, even though the middle resolution is
better when only one scale is permitted. This shows that the
combination of upper and lower resolutions is more infor-
mative. Finally, the full model performs best on average, and
the added L3 improves on all configurations by optimizing
each scale separately.
A similar analysis was done on PGM. Since PGM is a
very large dataset that takes longer to train, instead of re-
training, we measured the accuracy of prediction using the
output of a single bottleneck by masking the outputs of
two different bottlenecks each time. Questions with multiple
rules were ignored in this analysis since it wouldn’t be clear
which rules assisted in answering the question correctly and
would contaminate the analysis. Fig. 3 visualizes the accu-
racy per resolution for each type of rule. As with RAVEN-
FAIR, there is a clear role for each resolution. The lower
resolution is responsible for the ’line’ rules, which are more
semantic, while the upper resolution is for the ’shape’ rules,
which have a strong spatial dependency. The middle resolu-
tion is specialized in shape-number, likely because the 3×3
grid alignment of the shapes in each individual image InC of
PGM (not to be confused with the 3×3 question alignment)
is close to the 5×5 shaped matrix of the encodings em. The
analysis of the model trained on PGM meta shows specifi-
cally where the added auxiliary loss contributes. All resolu-
tions improved their area of expertise from the setting with-
out the metadata and learned to solve additional tasks. Some
rules were already solved without the auxiliary loss, such as
’shape-number’ and ’line-type, but others, such as ’shape-
color’ and ’shape-type’, received a substantial increase in
accuracy. L3 showed a large improvement on all rules and
better utilization of the middle resolution, without having to
use the metadata. The exact results on each rule can be found
in the supplementary.
Both analyses come to the same conclusion: Each scale
is naturally advantageous for a different set of tasks. Rules
that require full embedding of the image, to recognize the
shape of a large object (RAVEN ’Center’) or detecting a
pattern in arbitrary located lines (PGM ’line-color’), require
low-resolution encoding. On the other hand, rules that in-
volve small objects in a fixed position (RAVEN ’L-R’, PGM
’shape-position’) are better solved in high resolution, before
the spatial coherency is lost.
We noticed during training that the model converges in
steps, i.e. that several times the improvement on the valida-
tion set stagnates and then starts to rise again. We hypoth-
esized that these steps occur when learning new rules and
have conducted a per-rule analysis during training. The re-
sults, presented in the supplementary, indicate that this is
indeed the case. A different set of rules is learned in each
step and the learned rules usually have a common property.
5 Conclusions
The novel method we introduce outperforms the state of the
art methods across tasks, protocols, benchmarks, and splits.
It also generalizes better on unseen rules. Since the MC pro-
tocol can be readily exploited, we advocate for the SC proto-
col, which more directly tests the ability to infer the pattern
from the question. For MC, evaluating on the RAVEN-FAIR
variant mitigates the weaknesses of the original RAVEN
benchmark. We expect both multi-scale encoders and pair-
wise distance-based pooling to be beneficial also for other
multi-faceted tasks that involve reasoning such as causality
analysis based on temporal sequences, visual question an-
swering, and physics-based reasoning.
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A An example of biases in the construction
of the negative choices
In the main paper, Sec. 2.1, we discuss the importance of
selecting the negative choices carefully. In this section, we
elaborate on this topic by showing examples for bad edge
cases.
Consider the following four sets of answers to the ques-
tion “when and where was ’The Declaration of the Rights of
Man’ published?”
1. (a) Aug. 1789, France (b) Albert Einstein
(c) 55% (d) Alpha Centauri A
2. (a) Aug. 1789, France (b) Nov. 1784, Italy
(c) Dec. 1780, Brazil (d) Feb. 1782, Japan
3. (a) Aug. 1789, France (b) Nov. 1789, France
(c) Aug. 1784, France (d) Aug. 1789, Italy
4. (a) Aug. 1789, France (b) Nov. 1789, France
(c) Nov. 1784, France (d) Nov. 1784, Italy
In all options, the correct answer is the same (a). However,
there is a big difference in the negative examples that make
the question either easier of harder to answer.
The first option is too simple. The negative choices do not
fit the domain of the question and it can be solved without
any prior knowledge (by prior knowledge, we mean having
some information about the questions). The only answer that
fits the domain is also the correct answer.
In the second option, all negative choices are from the
same domain as the correct answer. The negative choices are
similar enough so that the correct answer cannot be chosen,
beyond luck, without having at least some prior knowledge.
However, the options are at the same time random enough
so that knowing only one attribute (month, year, location) is
sufficient to know the answer. For example, one only needs
to know that the declaration was published in France to cor-
rectly answer the question, without knowing when.
In the third options, each negative choice is produced
by changing a single attribute from the correct answer.
Unlike the previous option, knowing only one attribute is
not enough to eliminate all negative choices, which makes
the question more difficult. However, one could notice that
’Aug’, ’1789’ and ’France’ are majority attributes in all the
answers. If this pattern is recurring across all questions in
the test, the participant can learn how to locate the cor-
rect answers without even looking at the question. Paradox-
ically, this issue becomes more severe when more choices
are given, in contrast to the purpose of adding more choices.
Also, the number of negative choices is bounded to the num-
ber of neighbors the correct answer has in the space of op-
tions.
Finally, the fourth option overcomes all the limitations of
the previous examples. The negative choices are sufficiently
related so that elimination requires prior knowledge and the
attributes are diverse enough so that a majority guess does
not promise a correct answer. However, this option is more
complicated to produce and a sophisticated method for gen-
erating the negative choices needs to be designed.
(a) (b)
Figure 4: Illustration of negative examples’ generation pro-
cesses. (a) RAVEN. (b) RAVEN-FAIR.
B RAVEN dataset and RAVEN-FAIR
As explained in the related work (Sec. 2), the negative exam-
ples in RAVEN are generated by changing a single arbitrary
attribute from the correct answer every time. This approach
is equivalent to option (3) in the example given above. The
problem with this approach is that the model can learn to
extract the properties of each attribute from the choice im-
ages and compare which values occur in most options. The
model can then make an educated guess on which choice is
the correct answer.
As discussed in Sec. 2.1, this is exactly the case in mod-
els that solve RAVEN in the MC protocol. As an example,
we show the process of generating the negative examples
for RAVEN in Fig. 4(a). For comparison, we also show the
process of how our proposed algorithm generates the nega-
tive examples for RAVEN-FAIR in Fig. 4(b). Note that the
two figures show the produced choices for different context
questions. In each figure, eight choices for an initial ques-
tion are shown. The center image, which is also highlighted,
is the correct answer. Each arrow represents a newly gener-
ated negative example based on an already existing choice,
by changing one arbitrary attribute. The dotted lines connect
between choices that also differ by one attribute but were
not generated with condition to each other. As can be seen,
the RAVEN dataset generates the questions in a way that the
correct answer is always the one with the most shared at-
tributes with the rest of the examples. The negative option
with the most neighbors in this example is the top-left one,
which only has three neighbors, while the correct answer
always has eight. Even without highlighting the correct an-
swer, it would be easy to point out which one it is, by select-
ing the one with the most neighbors, without looking at the
question.
In contrast, our fair algorithm generates the negative ex-
amples in a more balanced way. Since each newly generated
negative choice can now be conditioned on both the cor-
rect image or an already existing negative one, the correct
choice cannot be tracked back by looking at the graph alone.
In this example, the correct answer only has two neighbors,
and both the right and top-right negative images have three
neighbors. Because the algorithm is random, the number of
neighbors that the correct image has is arbitrary across the
Table 4: Dataset benchmarks using ResNet. Accuracy(%)
PGM RAVEN
Model all lines shapes ORIG FAIR R-IN R-ALL
ResNet-Blind 18.6 33.8 14.7 80.2 17.2 13.1 13.5
ResNet-MC 41.1 60.7 28.7 72.5 24.5 52.8 81.6
ResNet-SC 48.9 67.1 40.1 40.4 58.4 82.9 94.4
dataset, and is between one and eight.
In the next section, we show that this topic is not just a hy-
pothetical concern, but an actual flaw of the RAVEN dataset
that is easily exploited by MC protocol models.
C Dataset analysis
In Sec. 2.1 of the paper, we discuss the datasets and their po-
tential pitfalls. We then define to different protocols that can
be followed when challenging this task and provide a new
dataset (RAVEN-FAIR) that is better suited than the original
dataset for the MC protocol. We have discussed the results
of experiments done on the blind, SC and MC settings. In
this section, we provide the details of these experiments and
their results.
Before using the PGM and RAVEN datasets in our ex-
periments. We analyzed each of them in how they perform
on three tests: (i) context-blind test, (ii) multiple choice test
(iii) single choice test. The results can be seen in Tab. 4. The
model for each test is based on the ResNet16, with an ad-
justed input and output layer to comply with each test. For
the context-blind test, the model (ResNet-Blind) accepts the
eight choices as an 8-channel image and produces a prob-
ability for each of the input channels to be the correct an-
swer. For the multiple choice test, the model (ResNet-MC)
accepts all 16 images as a 16-channel image (context:1-8,
choices:9-16) and produces the probability for channels 9-
16, which are the choices. For the single choice test, the
model (ResNet-SC) accepts a 9-channel image with the con-
text being the first eight channels and a choice added as the
ninth channel. The model is fed eight iterations for each
question to evaluate each choice separately, and the image
with the highest score is chosen as the correct one.
For PGM, we evaluated not only the full dataset, but also
two subsets of it, where rules were only applied on the lines
or on the shapes. Each subset accounts for roughly a third
of the dataset and the remaining third is where both line
and shape rules are applied simultaneously. In Tab. 4, the
full dataset came out to be relatively balanced, it had a low
score on the context-blind test (18.6%) and balanced score
between the MC and SC protocols (41% for MC and 48.9%
for SC). Still, we have found the lines subset to be signifi-
cantly easier overall than the shapes subset across all tests,
which suggests that the dataset could be improved in that
regard.
For RAVEN, we compared four different versions of the
dataset. The difference between the versions is the method
in which the negative choices were selected. ORIG is the
original version of RAVEN. FAIR is our proposed improved
dataset. R-IN and R-ALL are two versions where the neg-
ative choices were chosen randomly. In R-IN, the negative
examples were sampled from the same domain as the cor-
rect answer. In R-ALL, we sampled from all domains. The
four versions of the dataset represent the four options pre-
sented in the question earlier in Sec. A. R-ALL represents
option 1, since the negative choices are out of the domain
of the correct answer. R-IN represents option 2, since the
negative choices are randomly selected from within the do-
main of the correct answer. ORIG represents option 3, since
the negative choices are one attribute away from the correct
one. FAIR represents option 4, since it aims not to be too
conditioned on the correct answer while not being too ran-
dom.
The evaluation in Tab. 4, shows that RAVEN indeed fails
the context-blind test (80.2%). On the other hand, R-IN
(13.1%) and R-ALL (13.3%) were unsolvable in this setting,
as expected. RAVEN-FAIR passed the context-blind as well
(17.2%), with an equal performance with PGM. When the
context was added, both R-IN and R-ALL became notably
easy to solve (82.9%, 94.4% respectively on ResNet-SC),
which highlights that sampling negative choices randomly
is a bad design. ORIG turned out to be more difficult than
FAIR in the SC test. This is reasonable since all negative ex-
amples are very close to the correct answer in ORIG, which
makes them more challenging than those of FAIR. On the
other hand, ORIG turned out to be really easy in the MC test
(72.5%), while FAIR was significantly harder (40.4%). This
is due to the fact that ORIG fails the context-blind test and
is easy to solve when all the choices are presented simul-
taneously. This evaluation shows that one needs to be very
careful in evaluating models with RAVEN, since it cannot
be used in the MC setting.
Interestingly, except for the original RAVEN, ResNet-SC
performed consistently better than ResNet-MC. This is in
contrast to the common sense that MC is a simpler set-
ting than SC due to capability to compare the choices. We
conclude that this is an architectural drawback of ResNet-
MC that it has less practical capability, since it processes all
choices at once without added capacity. It is also not permu-
tation invariant to the choices, which means that changing
the order of the choices could lead to a different result.
D Analyzing PGM per rule and stage
In Sec. 4, we analyze the performance on PGM per rule
and per stage in our networks. This allows us to determine
which stage is responsible for solving each task. We have
shown visually how each stage performs on each task. In
addition to that, Tab. 5 shows the accuracy for in total and
for each stage with respect to each rule. The table also shows
the accuracy per type of operation (’progression’, ’logical’,
’consistent-union’), where this separation was not done in
the main paper. We noticed that the operations have some-
times different performances. For example, in PGM meta,
the rules ’shape-color’, shape-type’ and ’shape-size’ work
much better in ’progression’ than in the other operations. We
also noticed that, for each rule, the same resolution solves all
operations.
Table 5: Understanding the role of each scale in PGM. Accuracy(%)
Operation
Progression XOR+OR+AND Consistent Union
Subset Attribute ALL H M L ALL H M L ALL H M L
PG
M
Shape
Color 14.8 14.8 12.2 14.1 15.4 14.7 14.9 12.1 17.3 16.2 14.6 11.9
Type 23.8 20.8 12.6 11.5 12.9 13.5 12.1 10.3 15.7 11.0 12.1 13.2
Size 96.5 95.7 13.5 11.5 51.0 43.9 13.7 14.9 79.1 73.6 12.0 15.1
Position 7 99.9 99.9 12.6 14.7 7
Number 100 12.7 100 12.4 7 100 13.7 100 13.7
Line Color 100 13.3 10.7 100 96.9 12.4 12.6 92.9 99.6 12.5 11.4 99.9Type 7 100 39.1 13.1 30.4 100 100 15.9 12.8
PG
M
m
et
a
Shape
Color 71.5 58.9 11.8 15.6 31.4 29.0 12.3 12.0 40.8 28.5 12.7 15.4
Type 92.6 88.8 13.0 17.5 52.0 47.8 15.2 13.5 65.8 47.7 12.8 12.8
Size 92.3 91.2 12.7 15.0 56.3 45.6 11.7 12.1 72.5 65.9 15.1 14.3
Position 7 99.9 94.6 68.8 12.5 7
Number 100 14.8 100 12.1 7 99.6 13.7 99.4 14.6
Line Color 100 12.3 13.8 100 96.0 11.3 12.4 87.3 100 12.1 10.6 99.9Type 7 100 50.8 12.9 49.2 100 99.9 15.7 23.4
PG
M
L 3 Shape
Color 91.5 89.5 12.7 13.7 54.5 48.7 12.0 12.7 88.0 83.3 12.2 13.1
Type 98.2 97.2 14.1 12.1 80.0 76.9 12.6 12.5 91.3 88.5 13.0 11.5
Size 98.0 92.5 11.7 12.6 79.8 76.4 12.8 12.4 93.9 88.2 12.6 13.9
Position 7 99.9 98.5 99.9 12.5 7
Number 100 27.2 100 12.1 7 100 25.3 99.9 12.5
Line Color 100 12.6 99.2 100 97.7 14.6 87.7 97.2 100 12.5 97.9 98.3Type 7 99.9 99.5 99.8 39.3 100 99.6 99.8 34.4
To better understand how each resolution solves each type
of rule, we performed a t-SNE analysis of the embedding
layer vt of each resolution, for the embedding of the cor-
rect answer Ia
∗
. The analysis was done on the fully trained
model with L3. It can be seen in Fig. 5. It should be noted
that separation of the rules in the latent space is not a require-
ment for accuracy in solving the task, but we have observed
high correlation between the two in each resolution and it is
a valuable analysis nevertheless. (a) The upper resolution is
good at separating most rule types. It even separates ’line-
type’ into distinct sub-groups, which we have found to be
correlated to the relational operation ’progression’, ’union’,
’xor’, etc’. (b) The middle resolution is very good at sepa-
rating some tasks, such as ’line-type’, ’line-color’, ’shape-
number’, and ’shape-position’. These rules are also sepa-
rated into sub-groups and are also where this resolution has
a high accuracy on. The other rules are not separated at all
and the resolution also had trouble in solving them. (c) The
lower resolution had the lowest overall performance in accu-
racy and also in separating the rules. However, we did notice
that it was exceptional in separating the ’line-color’ rules
into multiple sub-groups. The lower resolution also has the
highest accuracy on this type of rules.
Aside from the final results per rule, we noticed an inter-
esting behaviour in the training convergence. Fig. 6 shows
the accuracy of each rule and operation over time. We no-
ticed that the model does not learn all the rules at the same
time. Instead, the training appears to go in stages, where
the model learns a particular kind of rule at each stage. In
Fig. 6(a), we show the learning progress without L3, and in
Fig. 6(b), we show the contribution ofL3 when it is added. It
was especially surprising to see that the model only started
to learn ’line-color’ very late (around 500K iterations) but
did it very fast (within 50K iterations for ’progression’ and
’union’). The model is able to learn numerous rules without
the multihead loss L3. However, many rules, especially in
the ’shape’ category are not solved well. The addition of the
multihead loss immediately and significantly increases the
performance on all rules.
Since training took a long time and we measured only af-
ter each epoch, the plot doesn’t show the progress in the
early stages of the training, which would show when the
’easier’ tasks have been learned. Future work can focus on
this ’over-time’ analysis and try to explain: (i) ’why are
some rules learned and others not?’, (ii) ’why are some rules
learned faster than others?’, (iii) ’how can the training time
be shortened?’, (iv) ’would the rules that were learned late
also be learned if the easier rules were not present?’.
E Architecture of each sub-module
We detail each sub-module used in our method in Tab. 7-10.
Since some modules re-use the same blocks, Tab. 6 details a
set of general modules.
Figure 5: t-SNE analysis of each resolution. (a) High resolution vh. (b) Middle resolution vm. (c) Low resolution vl.
(a) (b)
Figure 6: Accuracy for each rule over time. (a) Without L3. (b) With L3. It can be seen that during each ’step’, the model is
focused at learning a different subset of tasks. It is also noticeable that the added multihead loss immediately improves the rules
that the model was not able to solve.
Table 6: General modules, with variable number of channels c.
Module layers parameters input output
ResBlock3(c)
Conv2D CcK3S1P1 x
BatchNorm
ReLU
Conv2D CcK3S1P1
BatchNorm x′
Residual (x, x′) x′′ = x+ x′
ReLU
DResBlock3(c)
Conv2D CcK3S1P1 x
BatchNorm
ReLU
Conv2D CcK3S1P1
BatchNorm x′
Conv2D CcK1S2P0 x
BatchNorm xd
Residual (xd, x′) x′′ = xd + x′
ReLU
ResBlock1(c)
Conv2D CcK1S1P0 x
BatchNorm
ReLU
Conv2D CcK1S1P0
BatchNorm x′
Residual (x, x′) x′′ = x+ x′
ReLU
Table 7: Encoders Eh, Em, El
Module layers parameters input output
Eh
Conv2D C32K7S2P3 I1
BatchNorm
ReLU
Conv2D C64K3S2P1
BatchNorm
ReLU e1h
Em
Conv2D C64K3S2P1 e1h
BatchNorm
ReLU
Conv2D C128K3S2P1
BatchNorm
ReLU e1m
El
Conv2D C128K3S2P1 e1m
BatchNorm
ReLU
Conv2D C256K3S2P1
BatchNorm
ReLU e1l
Table 8: Relation networks RNh, RNm, RNl
Module layers parameters input output
RNh
Conv2D C64K3S1P1 (e1h, e
2
h, e
3
h)
ResBlock3 C64
ResBlock3 C64
Conv2D C64K3S1P1
BatchNorm r1h
RNm
Conv2D C128K3S1P1 (e1m, e
2
m, e
3
m)
ResBlock3 C128
ResBlock3 C128
Conv2D C128K3S1P1
BatchNorm r1m
RNl
Conv2D C256K1S1P0 (e1l , e
2
l , e
3
l )
ResBlock1 C256
ResBlock1 C256
Conv2D C256K1S1P0
BatchNorm r1l
Table 9: Bottlenecks Bh, Bm, Bl
Module layers parameters input output
Bh
DResBlock3 C128 bh
DResBlock3 C256 vh
Bm
DResBlock3 C256 bm
DResBlock3 C128 vm
Bl
Conv2D C128K1S1P0 bl
BatchNorm
ReLU
ResBlock1 C128 vl
Table 10: MLP
Module layers parameters input output
MLP
Linear C256 (vh, vm, vl)
BatchNorm
ReLU
Linear C128
BatchNorm
ReLU
Linear C1
Sigmoid p(y = 1|Ia, IC)
